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ABSTRACT
We simulate the collisional formation of a ring galaxy and we integrate its evolution up
to 1.5 Gyr after the interaction. About 100−200 Myr after the collision, the simulated
galaxy is very similar to observed ring galaxies (e.g. Cartwheel). After this stage, the
ring keeps expanding and fades. Approximately 0.5− 1 Gyr after the interaction, the
disc becomes very large (∼ 100 kpc) and flat. Such extended discs have been observed
only in giant low surface brightness galaxies (GLSBs). We compare various properties
of our simulated galaxies (surface brightness profile, morphology, HI spectrum and
rotation curve) with the observations of four well-known GLSBs (UGC6614, Malin 1,
Malin 2 and NGC7589). The simulations match quite well the observations, suggesting
that ring galaxies could be the progenitors of GLSBs. This result is crucial for the cold
dark matter (CDM) model, as it was very difficult, so far, to explain the formation of
GLSBs within the CDM scenario.
Key words: methods: N-body simulations - galaxies: interactions - galaxies: indi-
vidual: Cartwheel - galaxies: individual: Malin 1 - galaxies: individual: UGC6614 -
galaxies: individual: Malin 2
1 INTRODUCTION
Ring galaxies are one of the most intriguing categories of
peculiar galaxies. About 280 galaxies have been classified
as ring-like in the Catalogue of Southern Peculiar Galaxies
and Associations (CPGA; Arp & Madore 1987). They have
commonly been divided in two different classes, P-type and
O-type ring galaxies (Few & Madore 1986). The former con-
sists of galaxies where the nucleus is often off-centre and the
ring is quite knotty and irregular, while the latter includes
objects where the nucleus is central and the ring is regular.
Even if for some objects such classification is ambiguous, the
number of P-type and of O-type ring galaxies are roughly
comparable.
The differences among the two classes are probably con-
nected with the formation mechanism of such galaxies: for
P-type ring galaxies a collisional origin has been proposed
(Lynds & Toomre 1976; Theys & Spiegel 1976; Appleton &
Struck-Marcell 1987a, 1987b; Hernquist & Weil 1993; Mihos
& Hernquist 1994; Appleton & Struck-Marcell 1996; Struck
1997; Horellou & Combes 2001), as most of them have at
least one nearby companion (Few & Madore 1986); whereas
O-type ring galaxies can be resonant (R)S galaxies (de Va-
couleurs 1959).
Simulations of galaxy collisions leading to the forma-
tion of P-type ring galaxies show that the ring phase is
quite short-lived (Hernquist & Weil 1993; Mihos & Hern-
quist 1994; Horellou & Combes 2001; Mapelli et al. 2007,
hereafter M07): the simulated disc galaxy develops a ring
similar to the observed ones ≈ 100 Myr after the collision
with the intruder; but the ring remains dense and clearly
visible only for the first ≈ 300 Myr (M07).
Thus, ring galaxies are expected to rapidly evolve into
something else. Up to now, only analytic models for ring
waves have been adopted to study the late stages of the
ring galaxy life (Struck-Marcell & Lotan 1990; Appleton &
Struck-Marcell 1996). Neither observations nor simulations
have been carried on to investigate the fate of ring galaxies
after the ring phase, leaving a lot of uncertainties. This paper
aims at describing the subsequent stages of the evolution of
a ring galaxy (up to ∼ 1.5 Gyr), by means of SPH/N-body
simulations.
Our simulations suggest a possible link between old ring
galaxies and the so-called giant low surface brightness galax-
ies (GLSBs). The GLSBs are low surface brightness galax-
ies (LSBs) characterized by unusually large extension of the
stellar and gaseous discs (up to ∼ 100 kpc; Bothun et al.
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1987; Impey & Bothun 1989; Bothun et al. 1990; Sprayberry
et al. 1995; Pickering et al. 1997; Moore & Parker 2007) and
(often) by the presence of a normal stellar bulge (Sprayberry
et al. 1995; Pickering et al. 1997).
The existence of GLSBs has always been puzzling.
Galaxy formation simulations within the cold dark matter
(CDM) model have serious difficulties in producing realistic
disc galaxies. In such simulations, too much angular mo-
mentum is lost during the assembly of objects, producing
discs that tend to be too compact and dense. While a ’Milky
Way-like’ galaxy can be reproduced by high-resolution CDM
simulations (provided that its merging history is fairly quiet
and that heating by supernovae is properly accounted for;
Governato et al. 2007), the extended discs of GLSBs require
that much more angular momentum is preserved during the
hierarchical build up. Such extended discs are thus beyond
the reach of current galaxy formation simulations, and it is
unclear whether improving the realism of such simulations
will solve the problem.
Hoffman, Silk & Wyse (1992) proposed that GLSBs
form from rare density peaks in voids. However, most of
currently known GLSBs do not appear to be connected with
voids and often show interacting companions (Pickering et
al. 1997). A more promising scenario is the formation of
GLSBs from massive disc galaxies due to a bar instability:
a large scale bar can redistribute the disc matter and signif-
icantly increase the disc scale-length (Noguchi 2001; Mayer
& Wadsley 2004). In this case the redistribution of angu-
lar momentum by the bar instability could counteract the
natural tendency of hierarchical assembly to remove angular
momentum from the disc material (Kaufmann et al. 2007).
Bar instabilities, however, normally do not increase the disc
scale length by more than a factor of 2-2.5 (Debattista et al.
2006; Kaufmann et al. 2007).
In this paper we show that also the propagation of the
ring in an old collisional ring galaxy can lead to the redistri-
bution of mass and angular momentum in both the stellar
and gas component out to a distance of ∼ 100 − 150 kpc
from the centre of the galaxy, producing features (e.g. the
surface brightness profile, the star formation, the HI emis-
sion spectra and the rotation curve) which are typical of
GLSBs.
2 SIMULATIONS
The method adopted for the simulations analyzed in this
paper has already been described in M07 (see also Hernquist
1993; Mapelli, Ferrara & Rea 2006; Mapelli 2007). Here we
briefly summarize the most important points, referring to
M07 for the details.
The simulations have been carried out with the paral-
lel SPH/N−body code GASOLINE (2005 August version;
Wadsley, Stadel & Quinn 2004) on the cluster zbox21 at the
University of Zu¨rich.
The progenitor of the ring galaxy (in the following,
’progenitor’ or ’target’ galaxy) has been modelled as a disc
galaxy, having 4 different components:
1 http://www-theorie.physik.unizh.ch/~dpotter/zbox/
Table 1. Initial parameters for the stellar disc.
Run Md/(10
10M⊙) Rd/kpc
a z0
A 9.6 4.43 0.1 Rd
B 4.8 6.62 0.1 Rd
C 4.8 13.23 0.05 Rd
aThe values adopted here for Rd are about twice (for runs A
and B) and thrice (for run C) the value predicted by Mo, Mao
& White (1998).
(i) a Navarro, Frenk & White (1996, hereafter NFW) dark
matter halo with virial mass Mvir = 4.9 × 10
11
M⊙, virial
radius R200 = 140 kpc, and concentration c = 12;
(ii) a stellar exponential Hernquist disc (Hernquist 1993;
M07) with mass Md, scale-length Rd, and scale-height z0
(see Table 1);
(iii) a stellar spherical Hernquist bulge (Hernquist 1993;
M07) with mass Mb = 2.4 × 10
10
M⊙, and scale-length
a = 0.2Rd;
(iv) a gaseous exponential Hernquist disc (Hernquist 1993;
M07) with mass Mg = 3.2 × 10
10
M⊙, scale-length Rg =
Rd, and scale-height zg = 0.057Rd (Hernquist & Weil
1993). The gas is allowed to cool down to a temperature of
2×104 K, and to form stars according to the recipe described
by Katz (1992), whose results agree with the Schmidt-
Kennicutt law (Kennicutt 1998, and references therein).
The intruder galaxy is a pure NFW dark matter halo
with virial mass Mvir = 3.2× 10
11
M⊙, virial radius R200 =
30 kpc and concentration c = 12. The initial position and
velocity of the centre-of-mass of the intruder (with respect
to the centre-of-mass of the progenitor of the ring galaxy)
are x=(0, 8, 32) kpc and v=(28, -218, -872) km s−1 (the
same as for runs A in M07). This implies that the intruder
has very small impact parameter and an inclination angle
of ∼ 14◦ with respect to the angular momentum axis of the
target. The relative velocity of the intruder is similar to the
escape velocity from the target, in order to simulate a flyby.
These initial conditions have been chosen in order to sim-
ulate the interaction between Cartwheel and its companion
G3, accordingly to Horellou & Combes (2001). In our sim-
ulations we adopted a Cartwheel-like system, as Cartwheel
is the prototype of collisional ring galaxies.
2.1 Description of runs
As in M07, dark matter particles have mass equal to 4 ×
106 M⊙, whereas disc, bulge and gas particles have mass
equal to 4× 105 M⊙. Softening lengths are 0.2 kpc for halo
particles and 0.1 kpc for disc, bulge and gas particles. The
initial smoothing length of the gas is 0.1 kpc.
Thus, the progenitor (intruder) has 122000 (80000) halo
dark matter particles. The bulge and the gaseous disc of
the progenitor are composed by 60000 and 80000 particles,
respectively. The number of stellar disc particles is 240000
in run A, and 120000 in runs B and C.
The three runs differ only in the mass, the scale-length
and the scale-height of the stellar disc. The dark matter
halo, the bulge, the gaseous disc and the properties of the
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Figure 1. Time evolution of stellar and gas component of the tar-
get galaxy (seen face-on) in run C. From top to bottom and from
left to right: after 0, 0.16, 0.5 and 1.0 Gyr from the beginning of
the simulation. Each frame measures 260 kpc. The colour coding
indicates the density, projected along the z-axis, in logarithmic
scale (from 2 to 70 M⊙ pc−2).
intruder are identical. In particular, the stellar mass in run
A is twice as in runs B and C. The disc scale-length in run
C is twice as in run B and a factor of ∼ 2.8 larger than in
run A. We note that run A is the same as run A3 in M07.
Runs A and B have been integrated for a time t = 1
Gyr, run C up to t = 1.5 Gyr.
3 RING GALAXY EVOLUTION
Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of a simulated ring galaxy
(run C) up to 1 Gyr after the dynamical encounter. The
galaxy is seen face-on. At t =0.16 Gyr (top right panel) the
progenitor has developed a stellar and gaseous ring similar to
that observed in ring galaxies (e.g. the Cartwheel galaxy; see
Higdon 1995 and references therein). Furthermore the stellar
’spokes’, typical of Cartwheel, are well visible in this stage
(for an explanation, see M07). Afterward, the ring keeps ex-
panding and fading, while a fraction of the matter inside the
ring starts to fall back to the centre. At t =0.5 Gyr the ring
is barely visible, while at t =1.0 Gyr it is indistinguishable
from the disc. Thus, we conclude that the ring-galaxy phase
ends ≈ 0.5 Gyr after the interaction.
In Fig. 2 the evolution of the stellar surface density is
shown, for all the three runs. The initial conditions (dot-
ted line) have a ’standard’ bulge+exponential profile. At
t = 0.16 Gyr (solid line) a peak is visible at a radius
r ∼ 20 − 30 kpc . It corresponds to the propagating outer
ring. At this stage our simulation looks like Cartwheel (see
also Fig. 3). In Fig. 3 the observed surface brightness in red
continuum of Cartwheel (crosses) is compared with the sur-
Figure 2. Stellar surface density in runs A (top panel), B (mid-
dle) and C (bottom). In all the three panels the dotted (black on
the web), solid (red on the web), short-dashed (blue on the web)
and dot-dashed (green on the web) lines correspond to t = 0, 0.16,
0.5 and 1.0 Gyr, respectively. In the bottom panel the long-dashed
line (magenta on the web) corresponds to t = 1.4 Gyr.
face brightness in R-band2 derived from run A at t = 0.16
Gyr. The observations are very well reproduced by the sim-
ulation (see also M07).
After t ≈ 0.5 Gyr (dashed line in Fig. 2) the outer
ring has propagated up to ∼ 70 − 90 kpc. At this stage,
the stellar surface density of the ring has decreased of ∼ 1
order of magnitude. On the other hand, the stellar disc has
became extraordinarily extended and flat.
At t >∼ 1 Gyr the surface density of the ring is ∼ 2 orders
of magnitude lower than in the ’Cartwheel phase’, and is
almost comparable with the surrounding density. The stellar
disc now extends up to 100−130 kpc, showing a flat surface
density (in a logarithmic scale).
The time evolution emerging from our simulations is
broadly consistent with the results of analytic theories
for ring waves (Struck-Marcell & Lotan 1990; Appleton &
Struck-Marcell 1996). For example, in fig. 16 of Appleton
& Struck-Marcell (1996) the strength of the waves at early
times suggests that the ring phase is short-lived. In the same
figure, at later times, the extended ring wave indicates that
the disc has become very large, and the dense phase-mixed
central regions confirm that the secondary rings are mixing
up in the disc. Then, the time evolution shown by the sim-
2 The simulated surface brightness is calculated with the package
Tipsy as described in the next section and arbitrarily rescaled.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the stellar surface brightness pro-
file of the Cartwheel galaxy and of run A. Crosses (green on
the web): observed azimuthally averaged radial surface bright-
ness profile in red continuum of Cartwheel (Higdon 1995). The
1σ errors are of the same order of magnitude as the crosses. Solid
line (red on the web): R magnitude radial surface brightness pro-
file derived from run A at t = 0.16 Gyr. The simulated profile has
been arbitrarily rescaled.
ulations is the product of the steady development of phase
mixing.
4 COMPARISON WITH GLSBS
The only known discs whose extension and surface density
profile are comparable with the late stages of our simulations
are those of the GLSBs. Thus, we decided to investigate
this similarity, by comparing our simulations with various
observational features of GLSBs (e.g. the surface brightness
profile and the rotation curve).
GLSBs are characterised by very low central surface
brightness (central B magnitude >∼ 23 mag arcsec
−2). Un-
like the other LSBs, GLSBs have unusually large size (up to
100− 150 kpc), high stellar and gas mass (Mg >∼ 10
10
M⊙),
and show a ’normal’ stellar bulge. As they are very ex-
tended and diffuse, GLSBs are likely underrepresented in
magnitude-limited galaxy surveys (Bothun, Impey & Mc-
Gaugh 1997).
At present, ∼ 18 galaxies have been classified as GLSBs
(Pickering et al. 1997 and references therein). In this pa-
per, we consider 4 of the most massive, best studied,
and extended among GLSBs, i.e. Malin 1 (the prototype
of the GLSB class and the galaxy with the largest disc
scale-length), Malin 2 (also called F568-6), UGC6614 and
NGC7589. For further observational details about these 4
galaxies, we refer to Pickering et al (1997) and references
therein.
Figure 4. Stellar density maps for our 4 best matches. From
top to bottom and from left to right: run C at t = 0.5 Gyr with
inclination i = 35◦ (which we will compare with UGC6614), run
C at t = 1.4 Gyr with i = 45◦ (Malin 1), run B at t = 1.0
Gyr with i = 38◦ (Malin 2), run A at t = 0.5 Gyr with i = 58◦
(NGC7589). From top to bottom and from left to right the frames
measure 160, 280, 260 and 180 kpc per edge, respectively. The
colour coding indicates the projection along the z-axis (i.e. the
observer line-of-sight) of the stellar density in linear scale. From
top to bottom and from left to right the scale is 0-2.23, 0-0.446,
0-0.223 and 0-2.23 M⊙ pc−2, respectively.
Table 2. List of runs associated with every GLSB.
GLSB Run t (Gyr) ia (◦))
UGC6614 C 0.5 35
Malin 1 C 1.4 45
Malin 2 B 1.0 38
NGC7589 A 0.5 58
aThe values adopted here for the inclination are from Pickering
et al. (1997).
4.1 Surface brightness profile
To compare our simulations with the data of these 4 GLSBs,
first of all we consider the surface brightness profile. In par-
ticular, we compare our 3 runs at different time t with the
observed surface brightness profiles (Pickering et al. 1997;
Moore & Parker 2007) and we find which run (and which
simulation time t) best matches the observations.
Fig. 4 shows the stellar density maps for these 4 best
matches. All these simulated galaxies have been rotated ac-
cording to the inclination angle i suggested by observations
(Pickering et al. 1997). Table 2 lists the details of the best
match for each GLSB.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison among the 4 simulated best
matches and the observed stellar surface brightness profile
in R magnitude. The data are from Pickering et al. (1997)
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Figure 5. R−band stellar surface brightness profile of the GLSB sample (in units of magnitude per arcsec2). Crosses (green on the
web): data points from Pickering et al. (1997) for UGC6614, Malin 2 and NGC7589, and from Moore & Parker (2007) for Malin 1. The
1σ errors are of the same order of magnitude as the points. Solid line (red on the web): stellar surface brightness profile in R magnitude
derived from the simulations. From top to bottom and left to right: UGC6614 data and run C (t = 0.5 Gyr), Malin 1 data and run C
(t = 1.4 Gyr), Malin 2 data and run B (t = 1.0 Gyr), NGC7589 and run A (t = 0.5 Gyr). See Table 2.
for UGC6614, Malin 2 and NGC7589, and from Moore &
Parker (2007) for Malin 1.
The R magnitude surface brightness profiles of the sim-
ulations have been derived from the stellar surface den-
sity (see Fig. 2) by using the Tipsy package3. The method
adopted in Tipsy for the conversions is described in Katz
(1992), and is based on mass-to-light conversion tables. We
upgraded Tipsy with respect to Katz (1992), by chang-
ing the pre-existing mass-to-light ratio tables, based on a
Salpeter (Salpeter 1955) initial mass function (IMF), with
tables based on a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2001). We also
updated the conversion from the bolometric magnitude to
V , R and B magnitude, by using the Padova GALaxies AnD
Single StellaR PopulatIon ModELs4 (GALADRIEL; Gilardi
et al. 2000). The results are not significantly affected by this
change.
From Fig. 5 it appears that the simulations match quite
well the observed surface brightness profile. In particular, a
0.5-Gyr-old ring galaxy (model C) reproduces all the fea-
tures of the UGC6614 data, included the bump at a dis-
tance of ∼ 20 − 40 kpc from the centre. In our simulations
this bump has a clear physical meaning: it represents the
inner, secondary ring due to the dynamical interaction. In-
terestingly, R-band and Hα images of UGC6614 (Pickering
3
http://www-hpcc.astro.washington.edu/tools/tipsy/tipsy.html
4 http://dipastro.pd.astro.it/galadriel/
et al. 1997) show that also in the real galaxy the bump is
due to a sort of stellar and gaseous ring-like structure.
The profile of Malin 2 is equally well reproduced by
run B at a later stage, i.e. t = 1.0 Gyr. In fact, this galaxy
has a more extended stellar disc with respect to UGC6614,
indicating (in our model) that the outer ring had more time
to propagate.
The agreement between data and simulations is less
good, but still acceptable for Malin 1 and NGC7589. Run A
at t = 0.5 Gyr can reproduce the profile of NGC7589 (es-
pecially the outer part), but does not account for the bump
at ∼ 10 kpc. Unlike UGC6614, in the case of NGC7589 the
bump is too close to the nucleus to be explained with the
secondary ring after 0.5 Gyr. It is not unreasonable to sup-
pose that slightly different initial conditions (e.g. the impact
parameter and the inclination angle of the intruder with re-
spect to the target) might reproduce also the bump. It is
also worth noting that NGC7589 has a gas-rich interacting
companion, which could have been the intruder galaxy.
Malin 1 has by far the most extended stellar disc among
the known GLSBs. Thus, we have to integrate run C for 1.4
Gyr, to let the outer ring propagate up to 150 kpc. After
1.4 Gyr, the simulated disc extends up to ∼ 140 kpc; but
the surface brightness profile at a distance of ∼ 20 − 30
kpc and ∼ 60 − 80 kpc is quite different from the observed
one. Given the low surface density of star particles at ∼
60 − 80 kpc (see Fig. 2), the discrepancy at these radii is
probably due to density fluctuations. The discrepancy at
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Figure 6. Development of a bar in run A. From top to bottom
and from left to right: t = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 Gyr. Each frame mea-
sures 25 kpc per edge. The colour coding indicates the projection
along the z-axis (i.e. the observer line-of-sight) of the stellar den-
sity in linear scale. The scale is 0-1000 M⊙ pc−2.
∼ 20 − 30 kpc is more serious, as it happens in a higher
density region. Nevertheless, it is the first time that a disc
with the same extension as that of Malin 1 is reproduced by
a simulation started from initial conditions consistent with
the CDM scenario.
4.2 Morphological features of GLSBs
All the GLSBs are characterised by the presence of a bulge
and by the unusual extension, the low surface brightness and
the flat slope of the stellar disc. As we already discussed,
these features are well reproduced by our simulations. Fur-
thermore, there are also other (less evident) morphological
features which characterise a fraction of GLSBs (e.g. the
presence of a bar). In this section, we briefly consider the
most intriguing among these characteristics and we compare
them with our simulations.
Some GLSBs (e.g. Malin 1 and NGC7589) present a
stellar bar. In the case of Malin 1 the length of the bar is
∼ 8 − 9 kpc (Barth 2007). In our simulations we can also
observe the formation of a bar, which is triggered by the
galaxy interaction. The bar develops after the first 200−300
Myr from the beginning of the simulation (Fig. 6), i.e. ∼
150 − 250 Myr after the galaxy collision, and is quite long-
lived, as it is still evident at t = 1 Gyr. The length of the bar
is ∼ 8−10 kpc, consistent with the observed bar in Malin 1.
The formation and the final size of the bar in our simu-
lations strongly depend on the stellar disc mass Md: in run
A, which has twice the disc mass as run B and C, the bar is
much more evident than in the other two runs.
Furthermore, some GLSBs show faint and disturbed
spiral arms (e.g. Malin 1). In our simulations we do not
observe evident spiral arms, but this might be due to a nu-
Figure 7. I−band stellar surface brightness profile of the central
part of Malin 1 (in units of magnitude per arcsec2). Crosses (green
on the web): data points from Barth (2007). The 1 σ errors are
of the same order of magnitude as the points. Solid line (red on
the web): stellar surface brightness profile in I magnitude derived
from the simulation (run C at t = 1.4 Gyr).
merical resolution problem. Another possibility (especially
for Malin 1 and UGC6614) is that the secondary ring itself
(deformed by disc rotation) can be observationally confused
with a spiral arm.
Finally, Barth (2007) claimed the existence of a normal
exponential disc in the central <∼ 9 kpc of Malin 1. This
exponential disc is very small with respect to the flat ex-
tended disc of Malin 1 and is difficult to disentangle from
the bar component. In Fig. 7 the I magnitude data from
Barth (2007) are compared with the profile extracted from
our simulations (run C at t = 1.4 Gyr). Our run reproduces
quite well the central part ( <∼ 10 kpc) of Malin 1’s profile:
the bulge, the bar and even the exponential disc component,
visible in the observations, are evident also in the simulated
profile.
4.3 Colours and star formation
Not only the surface brightness profile, but also the colour
and the colour gradient of GLSBs are interesting features
to compare with our simulations. The observed GLSBs are
considerably redder than LSBs (Sprayberry et al. 1995). The
colours and spectroscopic indexes of the bulges of GLSBs
are indistinguishable from those of normal spiral galaxies
(Sprayberry et al. 1995). However, also disc stars are quite
red, indicating, together with the weakness of Hα emission,
that star formation is no longer active in the discs of GLSBs
(Pickering et al. 1997). The only available estimate of the
Hα luminosity, LHα, (Impey & Bothun 1989) indicates that
LHα ≈ 10
40 erg s−1 for Malin 1, corresponding to a star
formation rate (SFR) of ≈ 0.1M⊙ yr
−1.
All these characteristics of GLSBs match quite well our
simulations. At the stage in which our simulations are com-
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Figure 8. Young stellar particles (filled circles, green in the on-
line version) superimposed to the stellar density maps for run C.
Young stellar particles are ≤ 100 Myr old. From top to bottom
and from left to right: t = 0.16, 0.5, 1.0, 1.4 Gyr. Top and bottom
right panels match UGC6614 and Malin 1, respectively. From top
to bottom and from left to right the frames measure 80, 180, 270
and 300 kpc per edge, respectively. The colour coding indicates
the projection along the z-axis (i.e. the observer line-of-sight) of
the stellar density in linear scale. From top to bottom and from
left to right the scale is 0-44.6, 0-4.46, 0-0.892 and 0-0.446 M⊙
pc−2, respectively.
parable with GLSB surface brightness, most of simulated
stars are quite old: in run C, at t = 1.4 Gyr ∼ 97 per cent of
stars are more than 1-Gyr old. Most of stars already exist in
the initial conditions (and are assumed to be 3-Gyr old at
t = 0). The bulk of the newly formed bulge and disc stars is
born within the first 200 Myr (Fig. 8) from the beginning of
the simulation (i.e. immediately after the collision). In fact,
after a burst of star formation between 40 and 200 Myr (as
a consequence of the galaxy collision, see M07 for details),
at t >∼ 500 Myr the gas density in the disc has become so
low that no significant star formation is ongoing outside the
bulge (Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 shows the simulated Hα emission associated with
young stars. In all the 4 galaxies the Hα emission predom-
inantly comes from the bulge. Malin 1 and Malin 2 have
only a very concentrated Hα spot. The two younger galax-
ies, UGC6614 and NGC7589, have also a more diffuse com-
ponent. In UGC6614 this external component presents a
ring-like shape (corresponding to the inner ring), while in
NGC7589 the Hα emission comes from a sort of bar. These
features agree with the observed Hα maps shown in fig. 4
of Pickering et al. (1997). The total Hα luminosity derived
from the simulations is 1.9 × 1041, 6.6 × 1040, 3.3 × 1041
and 1.5 × 1042 erg s−1 (corresponding to a SFR of 1, 0.3,
1.8 and 8.1 M⊙ yr
−1) for UGC6614, Malin 1, Malin 2 and
NGC7589, respectively. The value obtained for Malin 1 is
approximately in agreement with Impey & Bothun (1989).
The SFR derived for NGC7589 (8.1M⊙ yr
−1), significantly
Figure 9. Isocontours of the gas surface density superimposed to
the Hα emission map associated with young stars (defined as in
Fig. 8) for the 4 best matches (see Fig. 4 and Table 2). From top
to bottom and from left to right: best match for UGC6614, Malin
1, Malin 2, NGC7589. Contour levels range from the peak density
to ∼ 1 per cent of the peak density and are logarithmically scaled.
The simulated Hα emission maps scale logarithmically from the
peak intensity (white in the Figure) to 10 per cent (gray, orange in
the web) of the peak intensity. The total Hα luminosity derived
from the simulations is 1.9 × 1041, 6.6 × 1040, 3.3 × 1041 and
1.5 × 1042 erg s−1 (corresponding to a SFR of 1, 0.3, 1.8 and
8.1 M⊙ yr−1) for UGC6614, Malin 1, Malin 2 and NGC7589,
respectively.
higher than that of the other 3 galaxies, is also consis-
tent with the observed Hα maps and with the brightness
of NGC7589 in the ultraviolet band (LUV ∼ 10
43 erg s−1
both at 1516 A˚ and at 2267 A˚; Gil de Paz et al. 2007).
Fig. 9 also shows the density contour levels of atomic
hydrogen gas particles (i.e. gas particles with temperature
∼ 20000 K and density <∼ 10 cm
−3). These contours can
be qualitatively compared with the HI intensity contours
in fig. 4 of Pickering et al. (1997). The agreement is quite
good, especially for UGC6614. From Fig. 9 the gaseous disc
appears extremely extended and its surface density is gen-
erally low, similarly to the stellar disc.
In summary, all our simulated galaxies appear to be in
a ’quiescent’ stage, subsequent to the starburst phase which
was triggered by the galaxy collision and lasted ∼ 200−300
Myr. In the GLSB stage, the gaseous disc has expanded so
much that, although the total amount of gas is still large
( >∼ 10
10
M⊙), the local gas density is too low to permit star
formation. Only NGC7589 still has a relatively high star
formation rate (both in the observations and in the simu-
lations). Interestingly, NGC7589 is the only galaxy of our
sample which still shows a very close, possibly interacting
companion (F893-29, Pickering et al. 1997).
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Figure 10. HI spectra of the GLSB sample. Open circles (green
on the web): data from Pickering et al. (1997). Solid line (blue
on the web): spectra derived from our simulations and arbitrarily
rescaled. From top to bottom and from left to right: UGC6614,
Malin 1, Malin 2 and NGC7589.
4.4 HI spectra
Pickering et al. (1997) also report Very Large Array (VLA)
spectra of the HI in these 4 GLSBs. To compare our results
with these data, we have rotated the simulations of the incli-
nation angle (see Table 2) adopted in Pickering et al. (1997).
Then, we calculated the gas velocity along the line-of-sight.
The results are shown in Fig. 10. Even in this case there
is good agreement between data and simulations, especially
for UGC6614 and Malin 1, which clearly show the double-
horned spectrum observed in all the GLSBs.
4.5 Rotation curves
Pickering et al. (1997) also report the HI rotation curves
for the GLSB sample. We extract the gas rotation curves
from our simulations, by adopting a procedure as similar
as possible to the one used by Pickering et al. (1997). In
particular, after rotating the simulated galaxy (according to
the observed inclination angle), we divide it in concentric
annuli and we calculate the gas line-of-sight velocity in each
annulus.
The comparison with the data is shown in Fig. 11. In
the case of UGC6614 the agreement between simulations
and observations is quite good. In general, the simulated
rotation curves do not match the data as well as in the
case of the surface brightness profile. However, we point out
that the error bars in Pickering et al. (1997) are probably
underestimated, as the residuals to their model are quite
large (see fig. 8 of Pickering et al. 1997).
Recently, Sancisi & Fraternali (2007) have re-analysed
the HI data of Malin 1 from Pickering et al. (1997), adopting
Figure 11. HI rotation curves of the GLSB sample. Crosses
(green on the web) are observational data from Pickering et al.
(1997). 1σ errors are shown. Open circles connected by the solid
line (blue on the web) are the simulations. From top to bottom
and from left to right: UGC6614 (run C at t = 0.5 Gyr), Malin 1
(run C at t = 1.4 Gyr), Malin 2 (run B at t = 1.0 Gyr), NGC7589
(run A at t = 0.5 Gyr). The simulation B has been rescaled to
match Malin 2.
a different method to derive the rotation curve5. The rota-
tion curve by Sancisi & Fraternali (2007) differs from the
one reported by Pickering et al. (1997) and from our simu-
lations only for the rise in the central part ( <∼ 30 kpc). We
stress that in analysing our simulation we used a method
analogous to the one adopted by Pickering et al. (1997).
Thus, it is natural that our rotation curve is more similar to
that in Pickering et al. (1997) than in Sancisi & Fraternali
(2007). Nevertheless, the new results by Sancisi & Fraternali
(2007) are further evidence that the rotation curve of Malin
1 strongly depends on the adopted method of data analysis,
and is affected by a larger uncertainty than indicated by the
error bars.
We also stress that the simulated rotation curve that we
obtain from our method is different from the circular veloc-
ity, which depends only on the enclosed mass and which, in
our simulations, slightly increases towards the centre. This
difference is due to the fact that, using the procedure de-
scribed above, we have the same problem as the observers
have, i.e. we consider the entire line-of-sight velocity and
we cannot disentangle the circular motions from the non-
circular ones.
Furthermore, in all these GLSBs (with the possible ex-
ception of UGC6614), the gas appears strongly warped and
irregular (Pickering et al. 1997), indicating the existence
of strong non-circular motions. Such circumstance might
5 Pickering et al. (1997) derived the rotation curve from the
intensity-weighted mean velocities. Sancisi & Fraternali (2007)
have taken the velocities at the profile peaks.
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Figure 12. Ratio between radial (vrad) and tangential velocity
(vtan) of gas in the simulations. From top to bottom and from
left to right: UGC6614 (run C at t = 0.5 Gyr), Malin 1 (run C at
t = 1.4 Gyr), Malin 2 (run B at t = 1.0 Gyr) and NGC7589 (run
A at t = 0.5 Gyr).
favour our scenario, as the non-circular motions could be as-
sociated with the expansion velocity of the old ring and/or
with the fallback of a part of the ejected matter toward
the centre. From our simulations we can also quantify the
strength of non-circular motions. Fig. 12 shows the ratio be-
tween radial (vrad) and tangential velocity (vtan) of gas in
our simulations. In the inner part of the four galaxies, vrad
is negligible, if compared with vtan. In the outer part, vrad is
comparable with vtan. In particular, there is a region where
radial velocities are strongly negative (as the gas is falling
back), followed by a more external region where the ring
is still expanding. It would be interesting to check whether
observations confirm this result.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a numerical model of ring galaxy
evolution. About 100− 200 Myr after the collision with the
intruder, the target disc galaxy evolves into a ring galaxy,
similar to Cartwheel. Afterward, the ring progressively ex-
pands and fades. After ≈ 0.5− 1.0 Gyr the ring is no longer
distinguishable from the disc, its surface density is more than
1 order of magnitude lower than in the Cartwheel phase, and
the disc extends up to ∼ 100 kpc.
We showed that simulated ring galaxies in the late
stages of their dynamical evolution ( >∼ 500 Myr) are very
similar to the observed GLSBs. The R-band surface bright-
ness profile, the SFR, the HI spectra and also the rotation
curves of four GLSBs are well reproduced by the simulations.
This result is unlikely due to a simple coincidence.
If all GLSBs were originated by the evolution of P-type
ring galaxies, their current number density would be compa-
rable to the observed number density of P-type ring galaxies,
i.e. ∼ 5.4× 10−6 h3 Mpc−3 (where h is the Hubble constant;
Few & Madore 1986). Since we know ∼ 17 galaxies which
can be classified as GLSBs (Sprayberry et al. 1995; Pick-
ering et al. 1997) and which are within ∼ 340 Mpc from
our Galaxy, the lower limit of the current number density
of GLSBs is ∼ 2.7 × 10−7 h3 Mpc−3, i.e. about one order
of magnitude lower than the density of ring galaxies. This
can imply either that a large fraction of GLSBs have not
been detected yet, or that only the ∼ 5 per cent of ring
galaxies ends up into a GLSB. The former scenario is quite
realistic, as magnitude-limited surveys are strongly biased
against GLSBs (Bothun et al. 1997). The latter hypothesis
is also likely, as ring galaxies can end their life in other ways.
For example, if the intruder is not sufficiently massive, the
density wave is not strong enough to produce a GLSB, or, if
the relative velocity is not sufficiently high, the companion
can come back and merge or disrupt the propagating wave.
Furthermore, recycled dwarf galaxies might also form from
the debris of old collisional ring galaxies (e.g. the case of
NGC 5291; Bournaud et al. 2007).
Furthermore, our model can explain the formation of
GLSBs within the context of the CDM scenario, in which
very extended discs are hardly explained as a result of nor-
mal hierarchical assembly. Hence it will be quite important
to check the consistency of our model with future observa-
tions. For example, the available HI data (Pickering et al.
1997) show that most of GLSBs have strong non-circular
motions. From the published data it is not possible to un-
derstand whether these motions are consistent with the ex-
pansion and/or the falling back of gas in the ring. Thus, it
is very important to make new radio observations of GLSBs
or, at least, re-examine the archival data.
Another important point to address is how many
GLSBs have a nearby companion which could be the in-
truder. Among the 4 GLSBs considered here, NGC 7589 has
a well-known interacting companion (Pickering et al. 1997).
Furthermore, UGC 6614 is surrounded by other galaxies
with approximately the same redshift (e.g. KUG 1136+173,
AGC 211143 and CGCG 097−034), but no studies have been
done to establish whether they are in the same group as
UGC6614. Finally, the surroundings of Malin 1 are popu-
lated by many companion candidates, but no redshift mea-
surements are available at present (Sprayberry et al. 1995).
A further issue raised by this paper is whether there are
objects in the intermediate stage between ring galaxies and
GLSBs. The ring galaxy Arp 10 has been thought to be a rel-
atively old ring galaxy, because its rings are not as prominent
as those of other ring galaxies (e.g. Cartwheel) and because
its SFR, from Hα observations, appears quite low (Char-
mandaris, Appleton & Marston 1993). However, Bizyaev,
Moiseev & Vorobyov (2007) have shown that the SFR of
Arp 10, from far-infrared observations , is ∼ 10 − 21M⊙
yr−1 (analogous to the one of Cartwheel; Mayya et al. 2005),
and that the collision which produced the ring occurred only
∼ 85 Myr ago. Then, both current observational data and
theoretical models are not sufficient to support the idea that
Arp 10 is an old ring galaxy6.
6 Even our simulations cannot solve the problem, as they indicate
that the surface brightness profile of Arp 10 can be matched by
a ∼ 80 Myr old ring galaxy (in agreement with Bizyaev et al.
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On the other hand, one of the four GLSBs considered
in this paper, UGC6614, shows (both in Hα, in HI and in
optical) structures which look like the remnants of the inner
ring. Thus, UGC6614 could be in an intermediate, connect-
ing stage between GLSBs and ring galaxies. It would be
crucial to study more deeply UGC6614, as well as to search
for other galaxies which could represent the intermediate
phase between GLSBs and ring galaxies.
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